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๏ Focus on main items for Standard Model physics in early data
๏ LHC and ATLAS status
๏ Minimum Bias and Underlying Event
๏ J/ψ and Υ resonances 
๏ W and Z (+jets) physics
★ detector calibration/understanding
★ inclusive cross sections
★ constraints on PDF’s
Channels (examples …)  Events to tape for 100 pb-1         Total statistics from
                                                         (ATLAS)                          LEP and Tevatron
W ! µ "                        ~ 106                                      ~ 104 LEP, ~ 106-7 Tevatron
Z  ! µ µ                                                       ~ 105                                      ~ 106 LEP, ~ 105-6 Tevatron
tt  ! W b W b ! µ " +X               ~ 104                                       ~ 103-4 Tevatron
QCD jets pT > 1 TeV                              > 10
3                                                ---





★ first top cross section measurement
๏ QCD physics
★ jet cross section measurement
★ constraints on PDF’s
๏ Summary
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★
๏ At regime: ∼6x106 s of pp physics running per year 
★ ∼0.6 fb-1/year if L=1032 cm-2s-1
★ ∼6 fb-1/year if L=1033 cm-2s-1
๏ Start-up trigger menu for low-luminosity (1031 cm-2s-1)
★ less stringent requirements with lower thresholds without
complex criteria (e.g. isolation on lepton final state)
★ trigger item examples: e10, 2e5, γ20, 2γ15, μ10, 2μ4, j120 
LHC early data
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Figure 2. Standard Model cross sections at the Tevatron and LHC colliders.
deep inelastic and other hard-scattering data. This will be discussed in more detail in
Section 4. Note that for consistency, the order of the expansion of the splitting functions
should be the same as that of the subprocess cross section, see (3). Thus, for example,
a full NLO calculation will include both the σˆ1 term in (3) and the P
(1)
ab terms in the
determination of the pdfs via (4) and (5).
Figure 2 shows the predictions for some important Standard Model cross sections
at pp¯ and pp colliders, calculated using the above formalism (at next-to-leading order
in perturbation theory, i.e. including also the σˆ1 term in (3)).
We have already mentioned that the Drell–Yan process is the paradigm hadron–
collider hard scattering process, and so we will discuss this in some detail in what
W
Z
๏ LHC key parameters
★ p-p collisions at 14 TeV (x7 wrt Tevatron)
★ design luminosity of 1034 cm-2s-1 (x100 wrt Tevatron)
★ bunch crossing of 40 MHz (1GHz pp collisions)
★ Heavy particles production rates 10+3...-6 Hz 
(W, Z, t, H, Susy,..) with high sensitivity to New Physics
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LHC schedule
๏ Current schedule
★ End of May 2008: machine closed
★ End of June 2008: beam commissioning at 7 TeV
★ 1-2 months for colliding beams at 14 TeV 
⇒ aim for 1032 cm-2s-1 by end 2008 with ∼100 pb-1 integrated luminosity
Stage I II III
No beam Beam
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๏ The wide ATLAS physics programme  (SM precision measurements, Higgs, SUSY, 
BSM, ...) puts stringent requirements on the detector performance
๏ Installation and commissioning are in well advanced status
★ Completion of detector installation and services, only part 
of forward muon chambers and shieldings still in surface
★ Hardware commissioning of all electronics components,
control, safety systems
★ Full test of the data taking chain with calibration and 
cosmic events: operation mode mimics ATLAS runs
★ Test of all online/oﬄine/computing software
๏ Get more details from http://atlas.web.cern.ch
ATLAS
Detector component resolution η coverage
Tracking σpT /pT = 0.05% pT  ⊕ 1% |η| < 2.5
EM calorimetry σE /E = 10%/√E  ⊕ 0.7% |η| < 3.2
Hadronic calorimetry (jets)
   barrel and end-cap σE /E = 50%/√E  ⊕ 3% |η| < 3.2
   forward σE /E = 100%/√E  ⊕ 10% 3.1<|η|<4.9
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ATLAS installation gallery
๏ The ATLAS detector installation is a long process started 5 years ago ....
๏ .... now we are ready to close detector for the LHC start-up !
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๏ Explore fundamental aspects on p-p collisions
๏ Calibration of major physics tools and detector understanding
★ pile-up, energy/momentum scales, isolation properties, vertexing, ...
๏ Tuning of Monte Carlo models
★ hard/soft interactions, ISR, FSR, MPI, ...
๏ Minimum Bias is defined as the 
inelastic non-single diﬀractive1 part σtot
★ Dominated by soft interactions which needs modelling (Pythia, Herwig, Phojet, ...)
Minimum Bias and Underlying Event
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Fig. 16. Event regions defined in terms of the azimuthal angle
between charged particles and the leading charged jet, ∆φ =
φparticle − φljet.
Figure 17 shows the average charged particle multiplic-
ity (fig. 17(a) ) and pt sum (fig. 17(b) ) in the transverse
region generated with PYTHIA6.214 - MSTP(82)=4 dis-
tributions for different values of PARP(82), i.e. different
ptmin , compared to the data.
Increasing ptmin , which corresponds to a decrease in
the rate of semi-hard parton scatterings, results in both
〈Nchg〉 and 〈ptsum〉 decreasing, as seen in figs. 17(a) and
(b). This effect is similar to the one observed in fig. 11
for minimum bias charged particle density distributions
dNch/dη.
A noticeable feature in the distributions generated with
PARP(82)=1.5 and 2.0 is the irregular shape of the plateau
which is not as flat as in the CDF distribution for trans-
verse 〈Nchg〉 nor follows the slow rise in 〈ptsum〉. It shows
the presence of a bump for leading jets with 5 GeV<
Ptljet < 20 GeV. The underlying event associated to these
low-pt leading jets is dominated by particles produced in
soft interactions which are particularly enhanced by the
lower values of PARP(82).
For events with Ptljet > 20 GeV, a rise in both〈Nchg〉 and 〈ptsum〉 is also observed when lower PARP (82)
values are used in the event generation. Though smaller
than the rise seen for events with low-pt leading jets, in
the region of Ptljet > 20 GeV the rise of 〈Nchg〉 and 〈ptsum〉
is more sensitive to the hard component of the underly-
ing event which stems from initial and final state radia-
tion and from a secondary hard scattering falling into the
transverse region [20].
Thus lowering ptmin , the rate of multiple parton inter-
actions increases causing the multiplicity and ptsum in the
underlying event to rise. However the rise is more accen-
tuated in softer than in harder parton interactions which
leads to the change in the shape of the distributions seen
in fig. 17.
An interesting effect in the underlying event is ob-
served for the double Gaussian with different core sizes
as shown in fig. 18. It shows the average charged par-






























































































Fig. 17. (a) Average charged particles multiplicity in the
transverse region and (b) average pt sum in the transverse
region varying PARP(82).
18(b) ) in the transverse region, comparing PYTHIA6.214
- MSTP(82)=4 with different core sizes to the data. ptmin
is set to the default value in all cases. For example, chang-
ing PARP(84) from 0.2 to 0.5 reduces the plateau of 〈Nchg〉
by nearly a factor of two, while a further increase in PARP(84)
from 0.5 to 0.8 only reduces the plateau by ∼ 15%. In
terms of χ2/d.o.f., comparing PYTHIA 6.214 - MSTP(82)=4
with PARP(84)=0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 to the data for 〈Nchg〉 one
gets χ2/50 d.o.f.=16.7, 0.7 and 2.2 respectively.
The explanation for the changes in the underlying event
due to different core sizes is the same as already discussed
for minimum bias events. Jets are likely to be produced
ATLAS – UK Physics Meeting
Identifying minimum bias 
events:
Experimental definition: depends on the 
experiment trigger! “Minimum bias” is
usually associated to non-single-
diffractive events (NSD)
(e.g. ISR, UA5, E735, CDF,…).
Theoretical definition: some of the most 
popular models associate minimum bias 
events to non-diffractive inelastic 
interactions (n.dif.)
(e.g. Lund model, DPM, …).









Cross section (mb)Process (pp 
collisions at 
s = 14 TeV)
๏ Underlying event is defined
as everything except the outgoing
hard scattered jets
★ Hard part from ISR, FSR 
+ scattering particles
★ Soft part from beam-beam remnants
σtot = σelas + σs.dif + σd.dif + σnodif
7
1 ATLAS min-bias after trigger with ∼50% σd.diﬀ and ∼50% σs.diﬀ ⇒ further corrections are needed!
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๏ ISR, FSR, SPECTATORS are not enough to account from the observed multiplicities, pT 
spectra, KNO scaling violation (AFS, UA1, CDF…) ⇒ Multi Parton Interaction needed
★ MPI observed from double high-pT 
scatterings at AFS, CDF and HERA 
photo-production
★ complex scenario with smooth transition
from soft to hard interactions and double 
gaussian matter distribution gives best 
agreement with data
Minimum Bias and Underlying Event
ATLAS – UK Physics Meeting
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ISR fit gives:
‹ n1 › gives the average 
charged particle multiplicity 
due to events dominated by
1 parton-parton scattering.
no MPI with MPI tunings

































































Fig. 30. PYTHIA6.214 - tuned and PHOJET1.12 predictions for: (a) average multiplicity in the underlying event and (b)
average ptsum in the underlying event.
than the predicted increase for the underlying event sug-
gested by both models. As discussed previously, at the
Tevatron, for events with Ptljet > 10 GeV the particle
density in the underlying event is at least a factor of two
larger than the equivalent minimum bias prediction. Us-
ing similar assumptions as those adopted in the analysis
for the CDF data, LHC events with Ptljet > 10 GeV are
predicted to have a charged particle density dNch/dη of
∼ 29 charged particles per pseudorapidity unit according
to PYTHIA6.214 - tuned and ∼ 13 according to PHO-
JET1.12. In other words, for Ptljet > 10 GeV the underly-
ing event at the LHC is predicted to have a particle density
∼ 4 times larger than its equivalent minimum bias predic-
tion according to PYTHIA6.214 - tuned, and ∼ 2 times
larger according to PHOJET1.12.
Therefore PYTHIA6.214 - tuned predicts not only that
the underlying event particle density will increase at the
LHC, but it will also increase its activity compared to the
equivalent minimum bias distribution. On the other hand,
PHOJET1.12 estimates that the increase in charged parti-
cle density in the underlying event at the LHC will follow
the same rate to the minimum bias density measured at
the Tevatron. In both cases however, the underlying event
density is greater than its equivalent minimum bias coun-
terpart. Contradicting a widespread misconception that
simulations involving high-pt jets (Ptljet > 10 GeV) and
its accompanying underlying event can be made by simply
overlaying minimum bias events on top of jet events.
Further studies are currently being conducted by the
CDF Collaboration aiming at a deeper understanding of
the composite nature of the underlying event and min-
imum bias data. As indicated by the analysis shown in
Ref. [37] the soft and hard components of minimum bias
data behave differently with the increase of the colliding
energy. The soft component of minimum bias events ap-
pears to follow the KNO scaling and has a pt distribution
at fixed multiplicity which is energy invariant. The hard
minimum bias component, on the other hand, violates the
KNO scaling and has a pt distribution which rises with the
energy increase [37]. Similarly, breaking down the trans-
verse region into two regions according to the sum of par-
ticles’s pt in each of them, it has been noted that one of
the regions (“transMAX”) will pick up more of the hard
component of the underlying event while the other region
(“transMIN”) will have much less activity and be popu-
lated by particles sensitive to the soft component of the
underlying event, i.e. those originating from the beam-
beam remnant component of the underlying event [38].
The better our understanding of the soft and hard com-
ponents of both minimum bias and the underlying event,
the better we will be able to design models which can ac-
curately describe and predict these processes at current
collider energies and beyond.
7 Conclusions
Though the SM is unable to satisfactorily describe those
aspects of hadron collisions which are dominated by soft
partonic processes, they can be reasonably described by
the MC event generators PYTHIA and PHOJET, with
the appropriate tunings.
We have presented numerous comparisons between these
two event generators and data for minimum bias and the
underlying event. These comparisons show that PHOJET
1.12 with its default settings gives a good description of
UA5 √s = 900 GeV
LHC √s = 14 TeV
























Fig. 28. Charged multiplicity distribution for NSD pp colli-
sions at
√
s = 14 TeV. Predictions generated by PYTHIA6.214
- tuned and PHOJET1.12.
due to the increase of Pomeron exchanges generated by
PHOJET1.12.
A close comparison between the E735 charged multi-
plici y data presented in fig. 20(d) and the LHC predic-
tions in fig. 28 shows that PHOJET1.12 does ot predict
a LHC charged multiplicity distribution much different of
the one measured at the Tevatron, while PYTHIA6.214 -
tuned indicates a sizable extension of the high z tail of the
distribution.
The 〈pt〉 at η = 0 for charged particles in LHC min-
imum bias collisions predicted by PHOJET1.12 and PY-
THIA6.214 - tuned models is 0.64 GeV and 0.55 GeV,
respectively. The difference of ∼ 16% in this case is pro-
portionally smaller compared to the differences seen for
particle densities in pseudorapidity and multiplicity, which
are of the order of 30%. Generating less particles in an av-
erage minimum bias collision at the LHC, PHOJET1.12
predict that the averag pt per particle at η = 0 is
greater (or harder) than the corresponding prediction from
PYTHIA6.214 - tuned.
The pt spectrum of charged particles produced in LHC
minimum bias events is displayed in fig. 29. Once again,
it compares PHOJET1.12 and PYTHIA6.214 - tuned. At
very low momenta, pt ! 0.5 GeV, the pa ticle density pre-
dicted by PYTHIA6.214 - tuned is ∼ 40% greater than the
corresponding PHOJET1.12 prediction. The difference is
much smaller for higher pt, and in fact both spectra be-
come virtually undistinguishable. The low pt bins account
for most of the multiplicity, but looking at the pt detection
capabilities at ATLAS [32] and CMS [36] for example, the



























Fig. 29. Charged particle pt spectrum for NSD pp collisions
at
√
s = 14 TeV.
ited to particles with pt > 0.5 GeV [32, 36], both models
suggest very similar detected pt spectra per pp event.
6.2 Th UE at the LHC
Figure 30 displays PYTHIA6.214 - tuned and PHOJET1.12
predictions for the average particle multiplicity (a) and
average ptsum in the underlying event (b) for pp collisions
at the LHC (charged particles with pt > 0.5 GeV and
|η| < 1). The distributions generated by the two models
are fundamentally different. Except for the events with
Ptljet ! 3 GeV, PYTHIA6.214 - tuned generates greater
activity than PHOJET1.12 in both distributions shown in
fig. 30.
A close inspection of predictions for the underlying
event given in fig. 30, shows that the average multiplic-
ity in the underlying event for Ptljet > 10 GeV reaches a
plateau at ∼ 6.5 charged particles according to PYTHIA-
6.214 - tuned and ∼ 3.0 according to PHOJET1.12. Sim-
ilarly for the average ptsum in the underlying event for
Ptljet > 10 GeV, the plateaus are formed at ∼ 7.5 GeV
and ∼ 3.5 GeV according to PYTHIA6.214 - tuned and
PHOJET1.12, respectively. Compared to the underlying
vent distributio s measured by CDF at 1.8 TeV (figs.
22(a) and (b) ), PYTHIA6.214 - tuned indicates a plateau
rise of ∼ 200% at the LHC while PHOJET1.12 suggests a
much smaller rise of ∼ 40%.
As shown in the previous section, the minimum bias
predictions generated by PYTHIA6.214 - tuned and PHO-
JET1.12 for the central plateau of dNch/dη, indicate a
rise of ∼ 70% and ∼ 35%, respectively. These are smaller
LHC √s = 14 TeV ๏ LHC energy predictions diﬀers of 
∼30% for MB and a factor ∼2 
for UE (Pythia6.214-tuned vs. Phojet1.12)
★ LHC measurements will be 
crucial to select best physics 
model 
8
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J/ψ and Υ resonances
๏ J/ψ and Υ produced with high cross sections ⇒ very high statistics
๏ After all cuts
★ about 4200 (800) J/Ψ (Υ) → μμ events per day at L = 1031 cm-2s-1
(assuming roughly 30% machine times detector data taking eﬃciency)
★ about 15600 (3100) event for 1 pb-1 integrated luminosity
9
1 pb-1 = 3 days at 1031 cm-2s-1 
with 30% eﬃciency
๏ Input from data for very first detector 
calibration/understanding analysis
★ tracker momentum scale, 
trigger performance,
detector eﬃciencies, sanity checks
F. Gianotti,  Muon Week, 14/11/2007 18
10 pb-1
ATLAS preliminary





~ 4200 (800) J/" (Y) # µµ evts per day at L = 1031
   (for 30% mac ine x detector data taking efficiency)
~ 15600 (3100) events per pb-1 
 # Muon Spectrometer alignment, ECAL uniformity,
     energy/momentum scale of full detector,
     lepton trigger and reconstruction efficiency, … 
The first peaks …
After all cuts:
~ 160 Z # µµ  evts per day at  L = 1031 
~ 600 events per pb-1 
# tracker momentum scale, t igger performance, 
     detector efficiency, sanity checks, …
Precision on $ (Z#µµ)  with 100 pb-1: <2% (experimental error), ~10% (luminosity)
J/ψ
Υ(1S)
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W,Z physics
๏ Measurements of Electroweak observables
★ W,Z cross sections
★ W mass and width, sin2 ϑeﬀ, AFB
★ W charge asymmetry A(ηl) and diﬀerential 
cross sections
★ Di-Boson productions
★ to search for new physics looking at high
invariant mass tail, .... 
๏ Single W/Z boson production is a clean 
processes with large cross section useful 
also for 
★ “Standard candles” for detector 
calibration/understanding
★ constrain PDFs looking at σTOT, W rapidity, ... 
★ monitor collider luminosity
 [GeV]tZ p
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Alignment with Z→μ+μ-
๏ Observation: decrease of momentum resolution is 
first order due to sagitta shifts in spectrometer sectors
★ Z boson mass constraint
★ Muon from Z boson reconstructed in tower A, have other 
partner muon in diﬀerent tower, independently misaligned
★ Results for 1 day at 1033 cm-2s-1
★ More statistics allow for in-sector corrections with further 
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๏ Determination of momentum resolution 
for muons from a Z boson decay
★ Momentum range about 20-80 GeV
★ Use peak position for momentum scale
★ Use peak width for momentum resolution
๏ Monte Carlo Spectra method
★ “Adjust” reconstructed momentum to fit MC Z lineshape
- Momentum scale can be estimated to about 1%
using 30.000 events (for a misaligned geometry with a 
gaussian resolution of ∼12%)
๏ Parametrized shape method
★ As above but resolution is parametrized as a function
- Generated momenta smeared with resolution parametrization
- Momentum scale can be determined at 1% level for an aligned
muon spectrometer layout
Momentum resolution from Z→μ+μ-
12
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Acceptance studies in W→μν
๏ Study the acceptance corrections due to geometrical coverage of detector and trigger
★ Theoretical description 
with NLO QCD and 
EW corrections
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๏ Transverse momentum and pseudo-rapidity 
cumulative curves
★ LO and NLO comparisons
★ QCD corrections eﬀect up to 2%
★ lower impact from EW corrections (<1%)
13
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๏ Measurements referred to Inner Detector and 
Muon Spectrometer oﬄine reconstruction
c1*c2 <0, 81<Mμμ<101 GeV, pT>20 GeV
๏ Background rejection with kinematic
and tight isolation cuts
★ ID ⇒ ΣNID < 4, ΣpTID < 8GeV, 
★ Calo ⇒ Ejet < 15GeV, ΣETEM < 6GeV
๏ Errors for 50 pb-1 ≈ 0.3% (stat) ± 0.5% (syst.)
background contribution <0.1%






























Trigger eﬃciency from Z→μ+μ-
of the two tracks
The invariant mass 
in the MS.
corresponding track
Test if there is
Z!Boson mass.
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Tag and Probe method
∫Ldt = 50 pb-1
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Further Systematic Uncertainties
๏ Eﬃciency of isolation requirement 
also determined via Tag and Probe
★ Avoid correlations determining isolation
eﬃciency versus number of reconstructed jets
★ Early Data:
- Δεiso/εiso=0.002(stat)±0.003(sys)
★ High Luminosity Measurement:
- Δεiso/εiso=0.000(stat)±0.001(sys)
๏ Main systematic from background
๏ Eﬃciency of kinematic cuts 
Uncertainty arises from uncertainty on 
momentum scale measurement
★ εkinematic=0.906±0.003(sys)
๏ Uncertainty on impact-parameter and
misalignments should be negligible
15
๏ Impacts of PDFs on the 
acceptance ≈1% uncertainty
other. This would be a crucial requirement of a successful application of the ’tag and probe’ method.
Ignoring this issue leads to differences in the determined efficiencies.
A further critical aspect is the fact, that the isolation cut on the ’probe’ muon cannot be applied
for signal selection, since this property is supposed to be tested. Hence, an increase of the QCD-
related background is expected. The requirement of pmaxT > 30GeV , p
min
T > 20GeV and the very
tight isolation criteria of the ’tag’ muon should account for the omission of the isolation cut on the
’probe’ muon track.
Monte Carlo studies showed that the isolation efficiency determined by Monte Carlo Truth and
’tag and probe’ method vs. the number reconstructed jets coincide, which is confirmed by Figure 36.
It is expected to determine the isolation efficiencies !Iso with 50pb
−1 to a precision of
"!Iso ≈ 0.93±0.001(stat)±0.003(sys). (8)
where the possible background contribution is dominating the systematic uncertainty.
Number of reconstructed jets























Tag & Probe method
Figure 36: Comparisons of the expected probability for a muon resulting from Z→ µµ to fulfill the
tight isolation criteria vs. number of reconstructed jets determined with Monte Carlo Truth informa-
tion, Monte Carlo truth information with applied kinematics cuts on the muons and the ’tag and probe’
approach.
Further experimental systematics on the acceptance of the signal selection as the collision point
uncertainty, misalignment effects, pile-up and minimum bias have been also studied. It can be as-
sumend, that these effects play no dominant role for the precision of the cross-section measurement
in the first phase of LHC.
The uncertainty of !All can then be calculated with full error propagation of Equation (7), using
the uncertainties, which have been discussed in the previous sections and summarized in table 32.
51
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๏ Selection based on Muon 
Spectrometer tracks in |η| < 2.5
★ Isolation via Inner Detector only or 
also with Calorimeter-based cuts
๏ QCD background from data
★ QCD enriched sample (like-sign)
and normalization to signal selection 
from MC
๏ Background uncertainty 
expected ≈ 0.2%
๏ 100pb-1 overall uncertainty (%)
 [GeV]µµm























































before selection after selection
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stat exp syst th syst1 lumi
±0.004 ±0.008 ±0.02 ±0.1
1 theoretical syst. related to signal acceptance
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๏ Cut-based selection: 20 GeV electron trigger
★ ET>25 GeV, |η|<1.37 or 1.52<|η|<2.4
★ ETmiss>25 GeV + Jet veto: Ejet<30 GeV
๏ Data driven selection
★ QCD background estimation from data
★ Zee removed with Me-e, Me-γ, Me-EMjet 
★ QCD enriched sample with same kinematical 
γ-selection ⇒ shape measurement
๏ Overall uncertainty (%) for 50pb-1: ±0.002(stat) ±0.05(ex syst) ± 0.1(lumi)
ETmiss [GeV]




















spectrum after the data-driven QCD background subtraction procedure (black dots)
with statistical uncertainty. The distributions forW → e! events and for the remaining backgrounds
(W → "! and Z→ ee events) are also shown.










$B± (stat)± (syst)± (lumi) (nb) 19.9±0.04±1.0±2.0
Table 21: Results for the data-driven selection. Number of selected events and background rejection
for an integrated luminosity of 1 f b−1 using the tight electron identification. For backgrounds, the
ratio NB
NS
in percent is indicated. The quoted uncertainties reflect the current Monte-Carlo statistical
uncertainty.
Selection W → e! (N) QCD ( f (%)) W → "! ( f (%)) Z→ ee ( f (%))
Trigger/offline e-id (3.72±0.01) ·106 159±18 3.35±0.05 14.16±0.06



























































(b) MT distribution after Z→ ee removal
Figure 13: Transverse mass distribution for 50 pb−1 luminosity, before (13(a)) and after (13(b)) the
Z → ee removal procedure, for signal (W → e! in white) and backgrounds (QCD di-jets in yellow,
W → "! in red and Z→ ee in green).
calorimeter cluster. This control sample only contains a very small fraction of ‘real’ electrons which
fail the track association cut and is kinematically very similar to a pure QCD sample containing fake
electron candidates. The photon sample, after the identification, acceptance and ET > 25 GeV cuts is
dominated by QCD events with a purity of about 99.8%. However, for EmissT > 30 GeV the purity
is reduced to about 88% due to the jacobian peak of theW , as shown in fig. 14. This small peak is
due to electrons from theW decays that do not have a good matching track in front of the calorime-
ter. We have estimated that this 12% contamination from the jacobian peak of theW can be mostly
removed by loosening the track-cluster matching requirements for the electron candidates (as already
implemented in more recent off-line software versions) and applying additional track-isolation re-
quirements, such as cutting on the number of tracks in a #R cone around the photon candidate and
on the pT sum of all tracks in the same cone. Such a high purity should allow us to easily access the
QCD tail under the signal peak. This purity can also be measured from data by applying an iterative
signal+background fitting procedure, as explain at the end of this section.
Figure 15 shows the ratio of the Emiss
T
distributions in QCD events containing at least one recon-
structed electron and in events containing at least one photon. The ratio is around one for most of the
Emiss
T
spectrum. At high Emiss
T
values the statistical uncertainties of the QCD background samples
is large due to the limited number of MC events. However, during data taking statistics will no longer
pose a problem. From this ratio it can be seen that the Emiss
T
distribution for events containing elec-
trons and photons is quite similar and the shape of the Emiss
T
distribution from the photon sample can
be used for the background parametrisation. Other distributions such as MT have been tried out with
less promising results.
The simplest choice to fit the EmissT spectrum using the photon sample is an exponential. The
best fit has been obtained by using an exponential convoluted to a polynomial, exp(ax) · (1+bx2), for
24
W→eν cross section







identification efficiency. The QCD background level has also been estimated by applying to the MC
sample the trigger plus the identification electron selections and correcting the result with a factor
obtained by studying the rejection power due to Emiss
T
and jet veto cut only. Both methods agree
within statistical uncertainties. It has to be noted that a rather large uncertainty (factor ≈ of 2-3) on
the level of this background is expected due to the large theoretical uncertainty on the di-jets cross
section. Figure 11 shows the corresponding W transverse mass distribution, MWT .
Table 18: Number of signal events selected for an integrated luminosity of 50 pb−1. For the back-
ground samples, the ratio NB
NS
in percent is indicated. The quoted uncertainties are due to the Monte-
Carlo statistics.
Selection W → e! (N) QCD ( f (%)) W → "! ( f (%)) Z→ ee ( f (%))
Trigger/offline e-id (2.258±0.007) ·105 475±28 3.35±0.05 11.82±0.04
Emiss
T




< 30 GeV (1.406±0.006) ·105 3±2 1.85±0.04 0.044±0.002
 (GeV)TWM




















Figure 11: W transverse mass distribution for signal and background normalized to 50 pb−1. His-
tograms are cumulative.
Data-driven methods for the background extraction
The huge uncertainty on the QCD background level prevents from performing a precise measurement
of the cross-section by using only Monte-Carlo estimations. Therefore, a data-driven approach has
been developed. The Emiss
T
and jet veto cuts are efficient in rejecting the QCD background, but after
those cuts the amount and the shape of this background under the signal area is hard to estimate. For
this reason in the data-driven method these two cuts are initially not applyed and the first step, after the
trigger and the electron selection criteria, is to remove Z→ ee background events via the calculation
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๏ At the EW scale LHC will explore low-x partons
★ 10-4<x<0.1 over measurable rapidity range (|y|<2.5)
★ Scattering between sea quarks: gluon is the dominant parton
๏ Use of LHC data to improve precision on PDFs
include ATLAS W rapidity “pseudo-data” in global PDF fits
★ Simulate real experimental conditions: 1M “data” sample with 
CTEQ6.1 PDF + detector simulation included (+4% exp error) in 
the global ZEUS PDF fit (with det./gen. level corrections).
PDF’s constraints from W,Z
18
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๏ low-x gluon distribution determined 
by shape parameter λ, xg(x)∼x–λ
★ BEFORE λ = -0.199 ± 0.046
★ AFTER   λ = -0.186 ± 0.027
๏ 41% error reduction with 
100 pb-1 of data
Normalization free 
⇒ luminosity independent
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๏ In the inclusive production of W/Z + jets at least one reconstructed jet is required
★ given the presence of an hard jet (pT > 25 GeV) 
it can be expected that PDFs are diﬀerent
from single boson production
★ Can contribute to better understanding of gluon 
and heavy quark (s,c,b) distributions
(also of course as test for pQCD) 
๏ Production with b-jet: main from gb → Zb 
σ(@LHC, pT>15GeV and |η|<2.5) = 1040 pb
★ bb → Z contributes up to %5 to σtot
★ 1% δσtot ⇒ 20% precision on b-PDFs
๏  Z→μμ + b-jet preliminary analysis
★ 5% low-pT regions diﬀerences from PDFs
★ if systematics can be kept below, 
measurement can be sensitive to b-PDF
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Fig. 18: Left: pseudo-rapidity distribution of the decay lepton from inclusiveW+jet production and right: pseudo-
rapidity of the associated leading jet. The bands represent the PDF-uncertainty.
1.4.3 Vector Boson pair production
In the Standard Model the non-resonant production of vector bosons pairs in the continuum is suppressed
by factors of 104-105 with respect to single Boson production. The cross sections forWW ,WZ and ZZ
within the experimental acceptance range from 500 fb (WW ) to 10 fb (ZZ). Given the expected limited
statistics for these processes, the main goal of their experimental study is to obtain the best estimate of
the background they represent for searches of the Higgs boson or new physics yielding boson pairs.
The selection of boson pairs follows in extension the single boson selection cuts applied to 2, 3
or 4 isolated leptons. Again real gluon radiation and virtual loops have been taken into account at NLO
but without applying lepton-jet isolation cuts. Lepton-lepton separation is considered only for the two
leading leptons.
The pseudo-rapidity and transverse momentum distributions taking the e+ fromW+W− produc-
tion as example are shown in Fig. 21. The pseudo-rapidity is strongly peaked and the cross section at
η = 0 twice as large as at |η| = 3. The PDF uncertainties are smaller than for single bosons, between
3.5 and 4 %.
The same shape of lepton distributions is also found for the other lepton and for the other pair
production processes, as shown for theW−Z0 case in Fig. 22.
The rapidity distribution of the leading Z0 from ZZ production is shown in the left part of Fig. 23.
With both Z’s being fully reconstructed, the invariant mass of the ZZ system can be compared in the
right part of Fig. 23 to the invariant mass spectrum of the Higgs decaying into the same final state for an
intermediate mass of mH = 200 GeV. In this case a clear peak appears at low invariant masses above
the continuum, and the mass spectrum is also harder at high masses in presence of the Higgs.
production of a Z boson in association with a b quark. At LHCweexpect to have a very large statistics
of such events, providing a measurement that will mainly depend on systematic uncertainties. Some
preliminary studies on the pT distributions for the jets for different sets of events generated with
different PDFs have shown that we could have differences in the low pT region of the order of≈ 5%,
see plots in figure 5 for the η and pT distributions. The measurement will be sensitive if the systematic
uncertainties can be kept below this level.
(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) η distribution of the b-jets in Zb events (ATLFAST) (b) pT distribution of the b-jets in Zb
events (ATLFAST).
Figure 6: Contribution of the bb¯→ Z to the total Z production at LHC as function of the rapidity, see
[7].
As said before, the main leading order contribution will be due to the gQ→ ZQ channel.
The possible sources for ZQ production, see table 1, are:
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e.g. looking at isolation outside
τ-id cone and re-calculating 
track multiplicity
fraction of τ events for 
cross section measurement 
by likelihood fit (red points)
after lepton-scale fixed
with SS and OS τ-scale




๏ Measurement of τ identification eﬃciency, simulation tuning, cross section analysis
★ W→τυ with hadronic τ decays: τ trigger optimization (Z→ττ unbiased sample) and oﬄine 
selection tuning (e,μ vetoes, rejection of QCD jets) 
★ Z→ττ: lower rate but more robust selection and background control (SS and OS)
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Top production
๏ Top production at LHC
★ a real top “factory”: expected about 8·106 top pair events 
per experiment in a 1033 year (2 events/s !)
★ a factor 10 increase in subsequent years 







































































































































๏ Low statistics errors already in early
phases, systematics are dominant
★ collider luminosity
★ PDF’s uncertainty (gluon distribution)
★ detector systematic eﬀects
21
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Top pairs decay
๏ Event topologies
★ Top decays predominantly in W+b quark
★ Experimental signatures are determined by W decay
๏ Lepton-jets decay is the “gold-plated” channel
★ 1 energetic, isolated lepton
★ 4 energetic jets (of which 2 b-jets)
★ missing transverse energy
๏ Detector calibration
★ over-constrained kinematics allow for b-tagging, 
missing energy and light-jets studies




























21% with τ decay
Typical event selection
Isolated lepton pT > 20 GeV
ETmiss > 20 GeV
4 or 3(+1) Jets with ET > 40(20) GeV, |η| < 2.5
> 1 b-jet (εb ≈ 50%, εuds ≈ 10-3, εc ≈ 10-2)
BKG < 2% (W/Z + jets, WW, ZZ, WZ)
signal efficiency ≈ few %
22
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๏ Missing transverse energy studies
★ top mass peak still visible on 3-jets mass distribution
without ETmiss selection (x10 QCD background)
★ ETmiss resolution analysis using W mass constraint
and lepton measurement
๏ Light-jet energy scale calibration
★ selection of a clean Wjj sample
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Figure 23: Result of the iterative rescaling fit as a function of Ejet , with 10 fb
−1: the expected
effective calibration factors are shown as square points above the fitted calibration factors with
circle points.
100 GeV and up to 2% at 40 GeV. In order to assess the error on these values, the resolution has
been rescaled by ±10%, leading to variation less than the % on the correction factors.
The systematics coming from gluon radiation have not yet been studied due to the availability of the
simulation. This will be done soon.
4.6 Jet Energy Scale with first data
The same procedure has been applied on top sample without any attemps to tag the b-jets. The results are
comparable, but the error on JES increase to few % due to the large contribution of the combinatoirail
background.
more to be added here
4.7 The template method
4.7.1 Method
The template method for light jet energy scale determination is similar to the method described in [5]
for the electromagnetic energy scale determination using Z0→ e+e− events. It uses template histograms
with various energy scales ! and relative (to a default resolution) jet energy resolutions " . The #2
between each template histogram and the ”data” is then computed. The minimum of the #2 is looked
for in the (! , " ) plane. With 1 fb−1, this method fits both the average jet energy scale and a relative
jet resolution. With enough data, it can be extended to measure these quantities as a function of the jet
energy.
24
Detector calibration with top
23
L = 100 pb-1
full detector
simulation






















Table 6: R lative systematic and statistical uncertainties (in percent) for the lepton+jets channel.
Channel Lepton+Jets Dilepton
Source εb εc σtt¯ εb σtt¯
Light & τ jets < 0.1 38 < 0.1 0.7 0.3
c-jets - - - 0.8 0.8
b-jet labelling 1.4 12 0.1 1.4 0.1
tag correlation < 0.2 < 0.2 < 0.2 < 0.2 < 0.2
Jet energy scale 0.3 2.5 7 0.5 1.9
b-jet energy scale < 0.1 1.5 0.8 0.2 < 0.1
(MC statistics 0.5 7 0.5 2.5 2.5)
Background 2.9 1.8 4.7 0.2 0.4
AcerMC vs MC@NLO 0.5 13 8 2 6
ISR/FSR 1.3 10 9 2 4
top quark mass 0.3 - 2.2 0.5 2
Luminosity - - 10 - 10
other - - ?? - ??
Total 3.5 43 13+10+?? 2.7 4.9+10+??
Statistical (100pb−1) 2.2 16 1.8 3.7 4.4
b-tag weight cut



































Figure 25: (a) b-tagging efficiency vs. cut on b-tagging weight w, as measured from the sample
of selected b-jets (points with error bars) and derived from Monte Carlo truth information in all
b-jets in tt¯ events (histogram), for run 5200 full simulation (862 pb−1); (b) Estimated statistical
uncertainty on the measured b-tagging efficiency as a function of tagging efficiency, for 200 pb−1.
37
๏ b-tagging calibration
★ Use of mass constraints, only one jet is tagged 
as b-jet (on W leptonic decay side)
★ enriched b-jet samples to study performance
main syst. from ISR, FSR1% factor accuracy achievable with 1fb-1
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Semi-leptonic top cross section
๏                                  inclusive cross section
★ selection without b-tagging for early data
★ hadronic top candidate as 3-jets combination with
highest pT (correct pairing of about 25%)
★ W boson constraint: 1 of 3 di-jets mass within
10 GeV in reconstructed MW
๏ Top mass peak clearly visible in 100 pb-1 (few days!)
★ good statistical significance
★ systematics from light-jet and b-jet scales:
2% uncertainty on light-jet scale 
5% uncertainty on b-jet scale
24














































































































































⇒ 3.6 % on σtop 
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QCD physics
๏ QCD is involved in every process at LHC
๏ Main goals of QCD measurements are:
★ precision tests of Standard Model
★ input to understand beyond SM signal cross sections
★ input to understand background processes for searches
25







































































































































Figure 2. Standard Model cross sections at the Tevatron and LHC colliders.
deep inelastic and other hard-scattering data. This will be discussed in more detail in
Section 4. Note that for consistency, the order of the expansion of the splitting functions
should be the same as that of the subprocess cross section, see (3). Thus, for example,
a full NLO calculation will include both the σˆ1 term in (3) and the P
(1)
ab terms in the
determination of the pdfs via (4) and (5).
Figure 2 shows the predictions for some important Standard Model cross sections
at pp¯ and pp colliders, calculated using the above formalism (at next-to-leading order
in perturbation theory, i.e. including also the σˆ1 term in (3)).
We have already mentioned that the Drell–Yan process is the paradigm hadron–
collider hard scattering process, and so we will discuss this in some detail in what
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Jet cross sections
๏ Inclusive jet cross sections one of the early 
(low integrated luminosity) measurement at ATLAS 
★ Determination of αs possible and test of pQCD 
over more than 8 orders of magnitude
★ Sensitive to new phenomena (quark compositeness)
๏ Statistical errors
★ (Naïve) √N/N vs. ET for diﬀerent ∫Ldt
★ For a jet PT of ∼1 TeV 1% error expected 
for 1 fb-1. In the large η region (3.2 < |η| < 5) 
error up to 10% 
26
Computed using NLO jet cross section 
CTEQ6.1, μF=μR=PT/2,  KT algorithm (D=1)
hep-ph/0510324
๏ Experimental uncertainties
★ Luminosity determination, Jet Energy scale
★ Jet resolution, UE subtraction, trigger eﬀ, etc 
only jets in |η| < 3



















































1(5,10)% JES ⇒ 10(30,70)% δσ
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Jet cross sections
๏ Theoretical errors
★ Renormalization (μR) and factorization (μF)
scales uncertainties 
(from perturbative calculation at fixed orders)
★ μR and μF have been varied independently 
between 0.5PTmax and 2PTmax 
(PTmax is the transverse momentum of the leading jet)
27
∼10% uncertainty at 1 TeV
★ PDFs uncertainties
★ Evaluated using CTEQ6, 6.1 error sets. 
★ 29 and 30 error sets dominate the uncertainty 
of the inclusive cross section in the TeV 
region. Related to the high x gluon 
(relatively large uncertainty from DIS) 





dx1dx2fa(x1, Q2)fb(x2, Q2)σˆab(x1, x2,αs(Q2))
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PDF’s constraints from Jets
๏ ATLAS pseudo-data for 0<η<1, 1<η<2, 2<η<3 up to pT = 3 TeV was used in a global 
(ZEUS) fit to assess the impact of ATLAS data on constraining PDFs
28
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• ATLAS pseudo-data for 0<!<1, 1<!<2, 2<!<3 up to pT = 3 TeV was used in
a global (ZEUS) fit to assess the impact of ATLAS data on constraining PDFs 
• Preliminary results suggest that
ATLAS data can constrain the high
x gluon.
• Increasing statistics from 1fb-1
to 10 fb-1 (= 1 year of low lumi data
taking) leads to small improvements.
• Decreasing systematic errors leads



























• ATLAS pseudo-data for 0<!<1, 1<!<2, 2<!<3 up to pT = 3 TeV was used in
a global (ZEUS) fit to assess the impact of ATLAS data on constraining PDFs 
• Preliminary results suggest that
ATLAS d ta can con train the high
x gluon.
• Increasing statistics from 1fb-1
to 10 fb-1 (= 1 year of low lumi data
taking) leads to small improvements.
• Decr sing systematic errors leads































★ Preliminary results suggest that ATLAS 
data can constrain the high x gluon
★ Increasing sta stics from 1fb-1 to 10 fb-1 
(= 1 year of low luminosity data taking) 
leads to small i pr ve ents
★ Decreasing systematic errors leads to a significant i pr e ent
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Summary
๏ First data will be extremely important to calibrate/understand ATLAS detector
★ Use of “standard candles” like J/Ψ and Υ resonances, W/Z production, 
semi-leptonic top pairs decay, etc. 
๏ “Re-discover” Standard Model physics measuring at √s = 14 TeV
★ Minimum-bias and UE, W, Z, tt, QCD, ...
★ Tuning and validation of Monte Carlo generators
★ Measure main backgrounds for New Physics (W/Z+jets, tt+jets, multi-jets) 
preparing the road to discoveries
๏ Theoretical predictions very often are limited by the PDF uncertainties
★ HERA largely improved our knowledge of PDFs
★ At LHC gluon/sea interaction are dominant at low-x: explore new kinematical regions
★ Current uncertainties (<5% on σW,Z - diﬀerent sets agree within 8%, 1% on asymmetries) can be 
substantially reduced using very first LHC data
29
LHC physics at √s = 14 TeV should finally start this year ! 
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Back-up slides
30
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Inclusive cross section
๏ Used in the past as a test for perturbative QCD
๏ With large Tevatron and LHC datasets main uncertainties are non-statistical:
★ in particular from luminosity (5-7%) and systematics (2-3%) (D0 Note 4750, σW→μν)
๏ Cross sections ratio as indirect 
measurement for W width
(not aﬀected by above systs.)
๏ Taking theoretical prediction as input, possible use for: 
★ hadronic luminosity monitor
★ PDF’s constraint analysis
๏ Main analysis issues:
★ Acceptance studies with best NLO QCD and EW theoretical predictions
★ Trigger and oﬄine eﬃciencies measurement from data to not rely on MC simulations
★ Event selections and background evaluation










Br · ∫ FaFb × σˆab NobsA"
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1031 cm-2s-1 trigger menu
32
Signature L1 rate (Hz) HLT rate (Hz) Comments
Minimum bias Up to 10000 10 Pre-scaled trigger item
e10 5000 21 b,c→ e,W , Z, Drell-Yan, tt¯
2e5 6500 6 Drell-Yan, J/! , ", Z
#20 370 6 Direct photons, #-jet balance
2#15 100 < 1 Photon pairs
µ10 360 19 W , Z, tt¯
2µ4 70 3 B-physics, Drell-Yan, J/! , ", Z
µ4 + J/!(µµ) 1800 < 1 B-physics
j120 9 9 QCD and other high-pT jet final states
4j23 8 5 Multi-jet final states
$20i + xE30 5000 (see text) 10 W , tt¯
$20i + e10 130 1 Z→ $$
$20i + µ6 20 3 Z→ $$
Table 64. Subset of items from an illustrative trigger menu at 1031 cm−2 s−1.
The steering and configuration of the trigger (see Section 8.3.6) support the description of both10360
straightforward RoI-based triggers like single electrons, muons, $-leptons and jets along with more
complex triggers like EmissT and triggers for B-physics. For each trigger level, items in the menu can
be pre-scaled to reduce their rates, or "pass-through" flags can be raised, where events are accepted
irrespective of the HLT selection decision for the purpose of systematic studies.
The initial start-up luminosity at the LHC is expected to be around 1031 cm−2 s−1. This pro-10365
vides convenient conditions for commissioning the trigger and the detector sub-systems, validating
the trigger and offline software algorithms, and ensuring that basic Standard Model signatures can
be observed. The trigger menu for this start-up scenario reflects these requirements and allows for
low pT -thresholds on final-state leptons and photons, without any pre-scaling at L1, and for higher
pT -thresholds, for which most of the HLT algorithms are executed in "pass-through" mode.10370
Table 64 presents an example of a sample of the triggers which will be used at start-up. The
rates shown have been estimated using non-diffractive minimum-bias events with a total assumed
cross-section of 70 mb. Triggering on single and di-leptons should be possible with quite low pT -
thresholds and without applying isolation or other complex criteria, which must be validated with
real data at turn-on. With the exception of the minimum-bias selection, the items indicated are10375
those which should be operable without pre-scaling at 1031 cm−2 s−1. The full menu contains a
number of additional components, including many pre-scaled items with lower thresholds.
The rates for combined triggers which require two or more final-state leptons or photons are
expected to be low in most instances, allowing them to be run without pre-scaling with very low
thresholds. Significant bandwidth will be devoted to collecting large samples of minimum-bias10380
data for use in physics analysis and for detector and trigger performance studies. Multi-jet triggers
will be run at a comparatively high rate to test b-jet tagging in the HLT which is discussed in Sec-
tion 10.9.6. A small amount of bandwidth is allocated for inclusive EmissT and scalar sum-ET trig-
– 383 –
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๏ Measurement of turn-on trigger
curves and η, φ dependences
★ Use standalone and combined
reconstructions to cope with
early data requirements
- e.g. ID-MS alignment
★ goal is to provide a detailed map



























































Trigger eﬃciency from Z→μ+μ-
 (GeV)Tp




























cy ∫Ldt = 100 pb-1   ATL REL 13.0.30
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W vs Z muon trigger eﬃciency
๏ Comparisons of muon trigger eﬃciency from W and Z events from MC truth (wrt to 
all events with at least 1 muon in trigger coverage, no oﬀ. cuts)
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Trigger eﬃciency from Z→e+e-
๏ Trigger items e10, e22
๏ Systematics of the method < 0.5 %
๏ Background systematics ≈ 0.5 %















































Invariant Mass Requirement 70 < Mrecee < 100 GeV
Transverse Momentum pT > 25 GeV or 15 GeV
Pseudorapidity 0 < |η| <1.37 or 1.52 < |η| <2.4
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Oﬄine eﬃciencies from Z→μ+μ-
๏ Oﬄine eﬃciency measured from data with Tag and Probe:
★ same approach as for trigger measurements
★ systematics at 0.2%
!












Tag & Probe method
 [GeV]Tp












Tag & Probe method
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Figure 23: Result of the iterative rescaling fit as a function of Ejet , with 10 fb
−1: the expected
effective calibration factors are shown as square points above the fitted calibration factors with
circle points.
100 GeV and up to 2% at 40 GeV. In order to assess the error on these values, the resolution has
been rescaled by ±10%, leading to variation less than the % on the correction factors.
The systematics coming from gluon radiation have not yet been studied due to the availability of the
simulation. This will be done soon.
4.6 Jet Energy Scale with first data
The same procedure has been applied on top sample without any attemps to tag the b-jets. The results are
comparable, but the error on JES increase to few % due to the large contribution of the combinatoirail
background.
more to be added here
4.7 The template method
4.7.1 Method
The template method for light jet energy scale determination is similar to the method described in [5]
for the electromagnetic energy scale determination using Z0→ e+e− events. It uses template histograms
with various energy scales ! and relative (to a default resolution) jet energy resolutions " . The #2
between each template histogram and the ”data” is then computed. The minimum of the #2 is looked
for in the (! , " ) plane. With 1 fb−1, this method fits both the average jet energy scale and a relative
jet resolution. With enough data, it can be extended to measure these quantities as a function of the jet
energy.
24
Detector calibration with top
๏ Missing transverse energy studies
★ diﬃcult to estimate on start-up
★ top mass peak still visible on 3-jets mass distribution
without ETmiss selection (x10 QCD background)
★ ETmiss resolution analysis using W mass constraint
and lepton measurement
๏ Light-jet energy scale calibration
37














































L = 100 pb-1
full detector
simulation















★ selection of a clean Wjj sample
using b-tagging (purity 80%)
★ Iterative rescaling method
- 1% K accuracy achievable with 1fb-1
- also suitable for diﬀerential K factors
★ also template method for overall JES
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Detector calibration with top
๏ b-tagging calibration
★ using lepton+jets (and fully leptonic) top pairs decays
★ Optimize the jet pairing eﬃciency via mass constraints 
in kinematic fits and likelihoods. 
★ Only one jet is tagged as b-jet (on W side)
38
tt¯→Wb Wb→ blν bqq¯
Table 6: Relative systematic and statistical uncertainties (in percent) for the lepton+jets channel.
Channel Lepton+Jets Dilepton
Source εb εc σtt¯ εb σtt¯
Light & τ jets < 0.1 38 < 0.1 0.7 0.3
c-jets - - - 0.8 0.8
b-jet labelling 1.4 12 0.1 1.4 0.1
tag correlation < 0.2 < 0.2 < 0.2 < 0.2 < 0.2
Jet energy scale 0.3 2.5 7 0.5 1.9
b-jet energy scale < 0.1 1.5 0.8 0.2 < 0.1
(MC statistics 0.5 7 0.5 2.5 2.5)
Background 2.9 1.8 4.7 0.2 0.4
AcerMC vs MC@NLO 0.5 13 8 2 6
ISR/FSR 1.3 10 9 2 4
top quark mass 0.3 - 2.2 0.5 2
Luminosity - - 10 - 10
other - - ?? - ??
Total 3.5 43 13+10+?? 2.7 4.9+10+??
Statistical (100pb−1) 2.2 16 1.8 3.7 4.4
b-tag weight cut



































Figure 25: (a) b-tagging efficiency vs. cut on b-tagging weight w, as measured from the sample
of selected b-jets (points with error bars) and derived from Monte Carlo truth information in all
b-jets in tt¯ events (histogram), for run 5200 full simulation (862 pb−1); (b) Estimated statistical
uncertainty on the measured b-tagging efficiency as a function of tagging efficiency, for 200 pb−1.
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๏ Isolated jet samples with a highly 
enriched b-jet content, on which the 
b-jet identification algorithms 
can be calibrated
★ main systematics from ISR/FSR




★ Jet Energy scale (see plot) 
- 1(5,10)% JES ⇒ 10(30,70)% δσ
★ Jet resolution, UE subtraction, trigger eﬃciency, etc.
๏ Detector eﬀects: how do we reconstruct and 
calibrate jets?
39






































physics reaction of interest (parton level)!
lost soft tracks due to magnetic field
added tracks from underlying event
jet reconstruction algorithm efficiency
detector response characteristics (e/h " 1) !
electronic noise
dead material losses (front, cracks, transitions…) !
pile-up noise from (off-time) bunch crossings
detector signal inefficiencies (dead channels, HV…) !
longitudinal energy leakage
calo signal definition (clustering, noise suppression ,…) !
jet reconstruction algorithm efficiency
added tracks from in-time (same trigger) pile-up event
The jet energy measurement is a complex ask:
what enters and where
Reconstruction performances - energy measurement













★ Use seeded-cone and KT algorithms
★ From the calorimeter jet to the particle jet (jet obtained running the 
reconstruction algorithm on the final state MC particles) use the 
Monte Carlo tuned on the test beam data
- apply cell corrections (longitudinal energy leakage, signal 
ineﬃciencies, noise, signal definition, energy losses, e/h response, 
reconstruction eﬃciencies) 
★ From particle jet to parton jet (if needed):
- underlying event (tuning with tracks) and hadronization corrections
